A new cloud simulation chamber was built at the Meteorological Research Institute (MRI) to investigate the details of the fundamental processes of cloud formation. The MRI cloud chamber was designed as an adiabatic-expansiontype cloud chamber covering temperatures from 30 to −100°C, pressures from 1030 to 30 hPa, and an evacuation rates corresponding to ascent rates from 0 to 30 m s −1
Introduction
Both the radiative properties of clouds and their ability to precipitate are dependent upon the size distribution of cloud droplets for warm clouds (Albrecht 1989; Stevens and Feingold 2009; Twomey 1977) and partitioning between supercooled droplets and ice crystals for cold clouds (Baker 1997; Baker and Peter 2008; Lohmann and Feichter 2005; Stephens et al. 1990 ). Therefore, the activation processes of aerosol particles functioning as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and ice nuclei (IN), which determine an initial droplet size distribution and number concentration of ice crystals, are important. Through cloudradiation interaction and precipitation mechanisms, aerosol particles further affect the spatial extent and lifetime of clouds, and consequently surface precipita-tion. Although some of these mechanisms have been investigated using numerical models (Khain et al. 2008; Lohmann and Hoose 2009 ), our knowledge of them is still not sufficient.
To better understand the effects of aerosol particles on clouds and precipitation, and a consequent improvement in short-range precipitation forecasts and climate change projections, investigating the relationship between the microphysical properties of various types of clouds and physico-chemical properties of CCN and IN in terms of the aerosol particles in the air ingested by clouds is important. CCN and IN abilities of atmospheric aerosol particles have been investigated using CCN counters (Hudson and Yum 2002; Roberts et al. 2006; Rose et al. 2010; Snider and Brenguier 2000) and both online (DeMott et al. 2003; Richardson et al. 2007; Rogers et al. 1998; Rogers et al. 2001 ) and offline (Klein et al. 2010; Knopf et al. 2010; Ardon-Dreyer et al. 2011 ) IN instruments with improved reliability over the last fifteen years. The ice nucleation properties of artificially generated aerosol particles (surrogates for atmospheric aerosol particles) have been investigated in research projects using the Karlsruhe Institute of Technologyʼs Aerosol Interactions and Dynamics in the Atmosphere (AIDA) cloud simulation chamber. For example, ice nucleation of desert dust and effects of coating with secondary organics and sulphuric acid on it (Cziczo et al. 2009 ; Field et al. 2006; Möhler et al. 2006; Möhler et al. 2008a) , ice nucleation of soot aerosol particles with sulphuric acid coating (Möhler et al. 2005a) , and ice nucleation of bacterial cells (Möhler et al. 2008b ). Hoose and Möhler (2012) and Murray et al. (2012) reviewed recent studies on ice nucleation by various aerosol particles. However, the number of datasets on CCN and IN abilities of various types of aerosol particles, including externally and internally mixed ones, is still limited. Furthermore, CCN and IN effects on cloud droplet and ice crystal formation and cloud parcel microphysics have not been well investigated for the full dynamic range and variety of atmospheric conditions.
To investigate the details of the fundamental processes of cloud formation, a new cloud simulation chamber (hereafter referred to as the MRI cloud chamber) was built at Meteorological Research Institute (MRI), Japan Meteorological Agency. The MRI cloud chamber design was based on the adiabaticexpansion-type chamber of Colorado State University (CSU DeMott and Rogers 1990), wherein the wall temperature and air pressure are simultaneously controlled in the experimental volume to simulate natural cloud formation processes (adiabatic expansion). The MRI cloud chamber is an improvement over CSUʼs cloud chamber in terms of the range of experimental conditions (temperature, pressure, and evacuation rate), accuracy of the simultaneous control of wall temperature and air pressure, and number, quality, and capabilities of particle measuring instrumentation for documenting evolution of aerosol and cloud particle concentrations, size, and phase.
The new cloud simulation chamber differs from the AIDA chamber in some important and potentially useful regards. In the 84 m 3 AIDA chamber, air pressure is reduced in a large volume enclosed by aluminum walls on which a thin ice coating has been condensed. The air temperature decreases because of expansion cooling, while the temperature of the chamber wall stays almost constant during expansion experiments. The air temperature follows the adiabatic lapse rate at the very beginning of an expansion cooling run and levels off in 10̶15 min, depending on the evacuation rate, because of the increasing heat flux from the chamber wall. Therefore, the maximum decrease in the air temperature is usually limited to several degrees Kelvin. The total water (vapor + liquid + solid) mixing ratio also deviates from an adiabatic value (i.e., does not stay constant) and increases because of the increasing moisture flux from the warmer, ice-coated chamber wall (Möhler et al. 2003; Wagner et al. 2011) .
A great advantage of the adiabatic-expansion-type cloud chamber is that the temporal evolution of thermodynamic properties experienced by air and aerosol particles going into clouds is reproduced as closely as possible to rising air parcels in the atmosphere. The MRI cloud chamber was designed to perform quasi-adiabatic parcel expansions, which form clouds over a wide range of air temperature to even above 0°C, and it can maintain cloudy conditions for longer time periods compared with the AIDA chamber. The limitation on cloud lifetime and maintenance of adiabatic condensate amounted in this case is constrained only by the gradual sedimentation of large cloud particles. The MRI chamber can also reproduce a wide range of updraft velocities, or equivalently, cooling rates of air, moistening rates of air below cloud bases, and production rates of supersaturation above cloud bases. Such thermodynamic histories, both before and after cloud formation, are important to evaluate the ability of aerosol particles to act as CCN and IN and understand their effects on the initial microphysical structures of clouds.
This study describes an overview of basic features Vol. 91, No. 5 Jounal of the Meteorological Society of Japanand instrumentation of the MRI cloud chamber and its performance through the results of some preliminary experiments.
Basic features of MRI cloud chamber
Figures 1 and 2, respectively, show a schematic diagram and photograph of the MRI cloud simulation chamber with technical components and instrumentation. The chamber consists of two stainless steel vessels: an outer pressure-controlled vessel with a double layer structure (vacuum layer like a thermo bottle) for heat insulation and an inner temperaturecontrolled vessel. The inner cylindrical vessel of 3-mm stainless steel (i.e., the experimental working volume) has a height of 1.8 m and a diameter of 1 m, yielding a volume of 1.4 m 3 and is vented to the outer pressure-controlled vessel through a small opening in the top plate.
The chamber pressure can be decreased to below 30 hPa. During expansion experiments, air is evacuated from the outer vessel, but not directly from the inner vessel. The outer vessel has a variety of ports to accommodate various experimental configurations. The space between the outer and inner vessels acts as a buffer volume and helps to dampen small oscillatory pressure changes in the inner vessel.
The expansion (evacuation) creates an adiabatic cooling of the air, and the temperature of the inner chamber wall is controlled to match the air temperature to minimize heat and water vapor exchanges between the air and wall. Therefore, the temperature distribution is quite uniform in the chamber even during expansion experiments. The inner vessel can be cooled to any temperature between 30 and −100°C by circulating an antifreeze fluid (NOVEC TM HFE-7100, Sumitomo 3M Ltd.) through the fluid paths on its exterior surface (cylindrical walls and circular top and bottom plates). Four large refrigerators (4000PXA-X, MAC Co., Ltd.) are used to cool the fluid and thus to decrease the fluid reservoir temperature. To improve wall temperature homogeneity and consequently air temperature homogeneity, the fluid paths on the exterior surface of the inner vessel are subdivided into seventeen panels; thirteen plate coils on the side wall and two plate coils on both the top and bottom plates. The seventeen plate coils with an equivalent inner diameter of 15 mm emanate from five coolant manifolds. Each plate coil has a flow control valve downstream of it, which is adjusted such that the antifreeze fluid passes through each plate coil for the same time period,~15 s (to make the distribution of wall temperature as uniform as possible). The air temperature inhomogeneity is within ±0.3°C under static (no expansion) conditions and within ±1.5°C during expansion corresponding to an updraft velocity of 10 m s −1
. The details on the ranges of experimental conditions and accuracy of temperature and pressure control under the extreme conditions mentioned above are shown in the Appendix.
Adiabatic expansion control
Knowledge of the initial conditions of pressure, temperature, dewpoint, and ascent rate are necessary for calculating cooling and evacuation rates and the lifting condensation level (LCL). The cooling and evacuation rates are controlled by the data acquisition system (M300, SEA, Inc.) so as to produce adiabatic expansions covering a wide range of atmospheric conditions. The ranges of conditions include air temperatures from 30 to −100°C, atmospheric pressures from 1030 to 30 hPa, and updraft velocities from 0 to 30 m s −1 . The introduction rate of the fresh coolant from the reservoir to the circulating fluid loop, which determines the cooling rate of the inner vessel, is regulated by a computer-controlled three-way pneumatic mixing valve (AV-1B, SAMSON K. K.). The valveʼs position depends on the cooling rate of the interior surface temperature (Tw), which is determined by the programmed ascent rate, and the difference between Tw and the coolant reservoir temperature (Tres). Heaters placed in the fluid circulation loop perform a fine tuning for the cooling rate and also, if necessary, the heating rate of the anti-freeze fluid (Fig. 3) . During cloud formation experiments, the simulated ascents are designed to carry on dry adiabatic expansion until the temperature corresponding to the LCL is reached. After the LCL is reached, the chamber follows a moist adiabatic expansion profile.
Air is evacuated using a constant-output vacuum pump (PKS-016, ULVAC, lnc.), a computercontrolled pneumatic bypass valve (AV-1A, SAM-SON K. K.), and solenoid (on/off) valves of two different sizes (one each for high and low evacuation rates) connected to the outer vessel. The evacuation rate of air is regulated by the pneumatic bypass valve. The valveʼs position depends on the pressure lapse rate, which is determined by the programmed ascent rate, and the pressure in the inner vessel (Fig. 4) . Accurate and stable temperature and pressure controls are made by a combination of feed forward control and threeterm PID control methods.
For the wall temperature control, the M300 monitors As an example, the programmed and actual ascent profiles for a typical adiabatic expansion are shown in Fig. 5 . During adiabatic ascent (expansion), the actual air temperature and pressure are typically maintained within ±0.5°C and ±0.3 hPa of the command profiles. Figures 5a and 5b show the MVffs calculated for pressure and temperature control and sent from the M300 to the PIC and TIC units, the actual (final) MV sent from the PIC unit to the pneumatic bypass control valve, and the actual (final) MV sent from the TIC unit to the three-way pneumatic mixing valve and heaters. Rather large errors up to ±1 hPa in the pressure control at t ≈ 1,000 s are due to a slight inconsistency between the timings of the switchover from the small to large solenoid valves and the instant change of the October 2013
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Instrumentation

Thermodynamic measurement
Two pressure transducers (PTB210, VAISALA) measure the air pressures in the inner and outer vessels. Eight thermocouples, shown in Fig. 1 , measure Ta several centimeters into the inner volume, and 23 thermocouples measure Tw of the inner vessel at various positions where the mean, coldest, and warmest temperatures of each plate coil can be measured. Two platinum resistance thermometer probes are also used for measuring the air and Tw of the inner vessel. Dewpoint temperature (Tdew) is measured by two chilled mirror hygrometers (MODEL 137, EdgeTech com. and MODEL 373LX, MBW Calibration Ltd.) and used with Ta to calculate the relative humidity.
We attempted to measure total water content including the condensed phase. The air temperature in the inner chamber changes rather quickly so that the sampling tube with heat inertia keeps its temperature warmer than the air temperature. The temperatures of the sampling tube between the outer and inner chambers and outside of the outer chamber (in the room) are much warmer than air temperature in the inner chamber. This may help droplets and ice crystals to quickly evaporate in the sampling tube, but may not work perfectly. Hygrometers can neither easily measure only gas phase water content nor total water content including the condensed phase without disturbing the air temperature field in the chamber when droplets and/or ice crystals are present. The accurate measurement of total water content or gas phase water content is a topic for future investigation.
Particle measurement
The MRI cloud chamber is equipped with various optical devices for sensing cloud formation and measuring size distributions, shapes, and asphericity of aerosol and cloud particles from 0.01 to several hundred micrometers in size.
The size distributions and total concentrations of aerosol and cloud particles can be continuously measured during the expansion experiment by drawing air at a flow rate of~1.7 L min −1 from the experimental volume through a horizontally oriented sampling tube (35-cm long and 3-mm inner diameter) into the cloud aerosol spectrometer (CAS, DMT, lnc.), which is mounted directly on the flange port of the outer vessel. The MRI chamber CAS system is adapted from the CAS unit used in the airborne cloud aerosol and precipitation spectrometer probe (Baumgardner et al. 2001) . The instrument has a pair of optical blocks (forward and backward scatter photo detectors) and detects particles by the amount of light they scatter in the forward (4°̶12°) and backward (168°̶176°) directions as they pass through a focused laser beam of 0.12 mm in diameter (wavelength of 680 nm). The operating principle relies on the concept that the amount of light scattered by a particle increases with particle size. The CAS has the additional ability to record the forward and backward scattering intensities for each particle. The liquid or solid phase can be determined by using the fact that aspherical particles scatter significantly more light in the backward direction than spherical particles, especially compared to the near-forward scattered light that is less affected by particle sphericity. An on-board digital signal processor converts the forward and backward signal levels to particle sizing data and classifies individual particles into 30 size bins (forward 0.3̶28.5 μm; backward 0.6̶50 μm).
The size distributions and total concentrations of aerosol particles and cloud particles can be continuously measured during expansion experiments by drawing air at a flow rate of~5 L min −1 from the experimental volume into a Welas optical particle counter (OPC) (Promo2000H, PALAS ® ), whose optics block is set at the base of the inner vessel. The optics block is connected to the lamp and photomultiplier unit in the room with optical fibers so that the optical sensor can be operated at the same temperature as that of the cloud chamber without an additional heater and with a short sampling tube (30-cm long and 6-mm inner diameter) set vertically into the inner vessel, ensuring that the sampling loss and evaporation of cloud particles are negligibly small. The Welas OPC, which uses white light scattering at 90 ± 12°to analyze particle size distributions, can detect particles as small as 1.0 μm and is sensitive to aspherical particles such as ice crystals and dust particles. The size of aspherical particles is typically overestimated in the Welas OPC scatter plots by up to a factor of two (Wagner et al. 2011) .
Cloud droplets and ice crystals are measured by Vol. 91, No. 5 Jounal of the Meteorological Society of Japandrawing air at a flow rate of~5 L min −1 from the experimental volume through a sampling tube (3-mm inner diameter) into a cloud particle imager (CPI, SPEC, Inc.; Lawson et al. 2001 ) probe, which is set at the base of the inner vessel. Two-dimensional images of cloud particles detected by the CPI yield detailed information on early ice formation, shapes and size distributions, and concentrations of ice crystals and cloud droplets. The particle detection system (PDS) consists of two continuous-wave laser diodes (785 nm) with beams shaped into 2.4-mm-wide and 0.5-mmthick ribbons. The intersection of the two PDS beams defines the sample volume of the instrument. When a particle passes through the intersection of the two laser beams, the imaging laser (810 nm) is pulsed and an image of the particle is cast on the charge coupled device (CCD) array (1024 × 1024 pixel) of the digital camera. Each pixel in the array is 2.3 μm so that measuring drops and ice crystals sized from 10 μm to 2 mm is possible. A built-in image processing system analyzes the position of particles and regions of interest in the frame for display and recording. The maximum frame rate is 74 per second. Since more than a hundred particles per frame can be processed, several thousand particles per second are theoretically measurable.
The onset of cloud droplet and ice crystal formation during expansion is detected by the laser scattering and depolarization measuring system (LSDMS), which is similar to the SIMONE device used in the AIDA chamber (Schnaiter et al. 2012 ). Ice particles have a variety of shapes under atmospheric conditions and the light scattering properties of particles are different between spherical and randomly orientated nonspherical particles. A laser beam operating at 532 nm is emitted into the chamber. Detection optics are mounted at scattering angles of 4°(forward) and 176°( backward). The laser beam and aperture of the detection optics overlap in the center of the inner vessel. The backward scattering light intensity is split into parallel and perpendicular components relative to the polarization plane of the incoming laser using a polarizing beam splitter (PBS-20-5320, Sigma Koki Co., Ltd.) and is measured by a pair of independent photomultipliers (R647, HAMAMATSU PHOTON-ICS K. K.). The detection system is used for a precise determination of the formation and growth of cloud droplets and ice particles. Cloud droplet formation is accompanied by a rapid rise of strong forward scattering. On the other hand, ice crystal formation is followed by an increase in the depolarization ratio of backward scattered light. The depolarization ratio is defined by
where I and I  are the backward scattered light intensities perpendicular and parallel to the scattering plane, respectively.
The onset of ice formation is also easily identified by means of a "view" laser (HeNe 650 nm), which is set on the top of the chamber and directed downward into the chamber. The laser light scattered by cloud droplets and ice crystals can be seen through the viewing window in the middle of the chamber. Cloud droplets scatter light at a constant brightness while in the laser beam, whereas ice crystals exhibit stronger and more scintillating scattering.
A microscopic ice crystal detector (MICD) equipped with a one-dimensional (1-D) optical array sensor (line scan camera P2-21, DALSA, lnc.) is another useful cloud particle measurement device although it was not utilized for the experiments in this study. This system provides particle images with sufficient resolution (2.4 μm pixel −1 ) to distinguish between cloud droplets and ice crystals, and it can detect the details of ice crystal habits. Cloud particles fall onto the surface of a 16-mm transparent film, which moves at moderate speed (1̶50 mm s −1 ) across the bottom of the inner vessel, and are conveyed into the observation section of the 1-D array sensor through a small opening in the bottom plate coil. The MICD, as well as the CPI, is able to evaluate the size distributions and number concentrations for each particle type, although there is a slight time lag since ice crystals must grow and settle to the bottom of the vessel to be detected (e.g., DeMott and Rogers 1990).
In addition to the instruments mentioned above, standard aerosol instruments such as a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS; MODEL 3936, TSI, lnc.) and an OPC (KC-01E, RION Co., Ltd.) were used to measure aerosol particles larger than 0.01 μm and 0.3 μm. A continuous-flow thermal-gradient diffusion chamber type CCN counter (CCNC-200, DMT, lnc.) was used to measure CCN concentration at several supersaturations with respect to water (SSw). Measurements using these instruments are made prior to expansion.
Experimental procedures
When performing cloud formation experiments with artificially generated aerosol particles, room air filtered through a HEPA filter is introduced into the chamber. During the pre-expansion initialization October 2013
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period, Tdew of the sample air in the experimental volume is adjusted by adding aerosol-free dry or moist air until the air reaches the desired Tdew. Then, the temperature of the sample air is adjusted to a desired one through an efficient heat exchange between the sample air and wall of the inner vessel. The particle injection (air supply) port is located at the top of the vessel. An oil-free and magnetically driven small fan stirs the injected air to achieve homogeneity inside the experimental volume. When measuring CCN and IN ability of atmospheric aerosols, outside air is introduced into the chamber and Ta and Tdew are adjusted to desired values in the same manner as that for artificially generated aerosol particles. Aerosol generation of IN and CCN can be achieved by a variety of methods. For the demonstration experiments described in this study, we tested Arizona Test Dust (ATD; Powder Technology Inc., Minnesota, USA), a reference dust material that has been used in other laboratories for comparison of results and methods of IN measurements. Detailed information on physical and chemical properties of ATD is presented in Möhler et al. (2006) . The dust particles were dispersed using a rotating brush type generator (RBG1000, PALAS ® ) in dry synthetic air. Ammonium sulfate particles, to serve as CCN only, were produced by the atomizer aerosol generator (Model 3079, TSI, lnc.). Aerosol samples were first generated into an aerosol buffer tank (4 m 3 in volume) via two cyclones (50% cutoff diameters of 2.5 μm and 1.0 μm; URG Corp.), and then supplied to the MRI cloud chamber to attain a desired particle concentration following the preconditioning of sample air in terms of temperature and humidity. The SMPS and OPC were used for monitoring dry particle size distributions and number concentrations in the aerosol tank, prior to transfer to the expansion chamber.
During the pre-expansion initialization period, dry particle size distributions and number concentrations of test particles were measured in the expansion chamber by another SMPS, the CAS, and the Welas OPC. CCN concentrations were also measured with the CCN counter at SSw. The measurement of CCN spectrum at several SSw takes 10̶15 min.
A combination of the CAS, Welas OPC, and CPI was used for measuring size distributions, asphericity and shape of aerosol and cloud particles, and the LSDMS was used for sensing cloud droplet and ice crystal formation during adiabatic expansions.
All the sample air removed from the inner vessel for aerosol and cloud particle instruments and dewpoint hygrometers is returned to the outer vessel so that it would represent no incremental impacts on expansion rate. The M300 gathers the data obtained from all these instruments at 1 Hz or 10 Hz, except for CPI and MICD that record the measured data on their own data acquisition systems.
The main setup parameters for the two experiments conducted in this preliminary study are listed in Table  1 . The programmed initial pressure, temperature, and adiabatic ascent rate were 1000 hPa, 20°C, and 3 m s 
Temperture at LCL (°C)
Programmed Initial Pressure (hPa) 
Examples of adiabatic expansion experiments
Preliminary results of two experiments with different types of aerosol particles and different initial conditions are presented as simple examples to demonstrate the capability of the MRI cloud chamber to reproduce cloud formation and ice initiation processes, and the ability of the instruments to detect cloud particle formation. Figure 6 shows the size distributions of ammonium sulfate particles measured by the SMPS and CAS in the cloud chamber prior to the expansion Experiment #1. Ammonium sulfate particles had a modal diameter of approximately 0.08 μm, and their total concentration was approximately 2,000 cm . CCN concentrations increased with SSw and approximately 70% of ammonium sulfate particles activated as CCN at SSw = 1% (Fig. 7) . Figure 8 shows (a) air pressure, (b) air dewpoint, and wall temperatures, (c) relative humidity with respect to water (RHw), (d) number concentrations of particles larger than 0.3, 2, and 10 μm measured with the CAS, (e) number concentrations of particles larger than 2 and 10 μm measured with the Welas OPC, (f ) nonpolarized, forward scattering light intensity and depolarization ratio of backward scattering as a function of elapsed time from the commencement of evacuation. The vertical line indicates the onset of cloud formation. The temperature lapse rate changed from dry adiabatic to moist adiabatic after the onset of cloud formation as air pressure changed from 1000 to 850 hPa. Relative humidity with respect to water reached 100% at the onset of cloud formation and then continued to slightly increase because of entry of some cloud droplets into the sampling tube for the hygrometer and evaporation in the tube as the hygrometer sample air warmed up outside the chamber. Number concentrations of particles larger than 2 and 10 μm measured with the CAS and Welas OPC showed similar values as a function of elapsed time. Approximately 50 s after the onset of cloud formation (t = 290 s), the number concentration of cloud droplets attained a peak value of 1,000 cm −3
Warm cloud CCN activation experiment
, which approximately corresponds to the CCN concentration at SSw = 0.5%. The onset of cloud formation was also detected by an abrupt increase in scattered light intensity measured with LSDMS. The depolarization ratio of backward scattered light decreased from 0.3 to 0.1 after the onset of cloud formation. The slight deviation from zero is due to an incomplete linear polarization of the laser light and minor misalignments of the polarizers in the optical setup. Relative humidity with respect to water and number concentrations of particles larger than 2 μm simulated with a detailed bin microphysics parcel model (Yamashita et al. 2011) are also shown in the panels (c), (d), and (e). The measured concentrations of activated droplets agreed well with those simulated by the detailed bin microphysics parcel model, which is based on the parcel model of Chen and Lamb (1994) an ascent velocity of 3 m s −1 and initial values of air temperature, humidity, air pressure, aerosol size distribution, and their hygroscopicity based on the expansion experiment. These results demonstrate the usefulness of MRI cloud chamber to investigate CCNcloud droplet closure for various aerosol particles. Figure 9 depicts the time evolution of aerosol particle and cloud droplet size distributions immediately before and after the onset of cloud formation. At 210 s of elapsed time (30 s before the onset of cloud formation), no aerosol particles activated yet. At 240 s, larger aerosol particles started to activate. Thirty seconds later (t = 270 s), some cloud droplets were grown to 10 μm although the number concentration of cloud droplets was still increasing. This demonstrates the capability of the MRI cloud chamber to investigate the water uptake, nucleation, and initial condensation growth of various aerosol particles.
Cold cloud IN activation experiment
For Experiment #2, the adiabatic expansion was conducted from 1,000 to 400 hPa and from 15 to −40°C with the evacuation rate corresponding to an ascent velocity of 3 m s −1 . The size distribution of ATD particles measured with the SMPS and CAS showed a peak at approximately 0.5 μm and their total number concentrations were approximately 1,000 cm −3 (Fig. 10) . Figure 11 depicts the CCN activation spectra of the ATD particles. The ratios of number concentrations of CCN and condensation nuclei (CN), Nccn/Ncn, were 0.2 at SSw = 0.1%, 0.5 at SSw = 0.2%, and 1.0 at SSw = 0.8%. These results are consistent with the size resolved CCN measurements of ATD by Koehler et al. (2009) and Yamashita et al. (2011) . The ATD particles by themselves may effectively act as CCN if there are no hygroscopic particles that act as CCN more efficiently than ATD particles (Yamashita et al. 2011 ). The ATD particles appear to be better CCN than ammonium sulfate, but this is because of their larger sizes. Figure 12 shows changes in several meteorological and microphysical parameters with time during the expansion Experiment #2. Between the commencement of evacuation and onset of cloud formation, number concentrations of aerosol particles larger than 1 and 5 μm measured with the CAS showed a slight decrease because of the decrease in air density (evacuation) and sedimentation. No particles larger than 10 μm were measured with the CAS before the onset of cloud formation. On the other hand, the Welas OPC showed a more significant decrease in number concentrations of particles larger than 5 and 10 μm (Figs. 12b, 12c, and 12d) . The sizes of aspherical particles such as ATD particles are overestimated in the Welas OPC by up to a factor of two so that actual particle sizes measured with the Welas OPC are much smaller than the indicated values (Wagner et al. 2011 ). These decreases in particle number concentrations might be partly due to the gravitational sedimentation. Round-shaped, smaller ATD particles formed through a water uptake may change their optical properties and be counted at smaller sizes than dry ATD particles and consequently showed a stronger decrease in number concentrations of particles larger than 1 μm measured with the Welas OPC (Attwood and Greenslade 2011; Schuttlefield et al. 2007; Gustafsson et al. 2005; Koehler et al. 2009 ). This is only speculative; thereOctober 2013 T. TAJIRI et al. 697 fore, further studies are needed to clarify the cause of the significant decrease in the number concentrations measured with the Welas OPC. Approximately 100 s after the onset of cloud formation (t = 1070 s), the number concentration of cloud droplets attains a peak value of 500 cm , which corresponds to CCN concentration at SSw ≈ 0.2% (Fig. 12b) . The maximum concentration of droplets was almost consistent with the model prediction although the rise of droplet concentrations seems to be slower than the model prediction probably because of slight non-uniformity in the thermodynamic and cloud microphysical field. The onset of cloud droplet formation was detected by the LSDMS, CAS, and Welas OPC at almost the same time, and was detected by the CPI several tens of seconds later because CPI can detect only particles larger than 10 μm (Fig. 12g) .
The onset of ice formation was approximately Vol. 91, No. 5 Jounal of the Meteorological Society of Japan 698 −17°C (t = 1120 s) with coexisting supercooled cloud droplets. The immersion/condensation freezing is thought to be the dominant ice nucleation mechanism although the possibility of deposition nucleation cannot be ruled out. The conversion of cloud particles from the liquid phase to the ice phase is first detected by the Welas OPC and CPI. The Welas OPC showed a big jump in particle sizes from below 20 μm to above 30 μm once ice crystals started to form. The big jump in particle sizes may be caused partly by the fast growth of ice crystals at an expense of supercooled droplets but primarily by rather strong sideward scattering of light by ice crystals (Wagner et al. 2011) . It was confirmed that the LSDMS and CAS were also sensitive to the formation of ice crystals. The depolarization ratio of backward scattered light decreased from 0.3 to 0.1 when cloud droplets started to form, and it gradually increased from 0.1 to 0.3 as ice crystal number concentrations increased. The CAS also showed a jump in particle sizes from below 20 μm to above 20 μm, which is not a signal as strong as that in the Welas OPC scatter plot. Below −23°C, ice crystals of several tenths per cubic centimeter depleted excess water vapor produced by the updraft velocity of 3 m s −1 so that the cloud droplets evaporated and size distributions measured with the CAS (not shown) quickly returned to the values measured before the cloud formation. Because of the absence of droplets due to evaporation, ice crystal formation through the immersion/condensation freezing was inhibited from t = 1320 s which corresponds to temperatures below −23°C. Accumulated number concentrations of ice crystals, which are corrected for particle loss due to gravitational sedimentation of ice crystals, showed a rapid increase at approximately −17°C because of the immersion/ condensation freezing and a slight increase below −25°C due to deposition nucleation at apparent high saturation ratio with respect to ice, and saturated to a few particles per cubic centimeter toward −40°C (Fig.  13) . This means that the activated fractions of ATD particles acting as IN were on the order of 10 −2 at approximately −20°C, which is consistent with the activated fractions reported in previous papers (Sullivan et al. 2010; Koehler et al. 2010; DeMott et al. 2011; Niemand et al. 2012) . The different ice nucleation behaviors/mechanisms could be explored via varying the cloud formation temperatures and expansion rates although experiments reported here are limited to explore the most idealistic portions of the physical simulations. In addition, using separate CCN and IN could potentially leave the IN interstitial to explore the impact on ice nucleation.
Ice crystals grown during the expansion experiment were mainly of columnar types (Fig. 14) . At temperatures lower than −25°C, polycrystalline ice crystals, such as bullet rosettes or combinations of plates and columns, were predominant. Only a modest level of knowledge exists on the temperature, humidity, and nucleation dependencies of the shapes and growth rates of ice crystals at temperatures lower than −25°C. Much of the existing knowledge is based on the studies of captive ice particles grown in flow diffusion chambers (Bacon et al. 2003; Bailey and Hallett 2004) . By comparison, the MRI cloud chamber enables us to perform experiments on ice crystal initiation and subsequent growth in ice and water supersaturated conditions during free fall.
Conclusions
The MRI cloud simulation chamber was built to investigate the details of the fundamental processes of cloud formation. The MRI cloud chamber was designed as an adiabatic-expansion-type chamber, which simultaneously controls the wall temperature and air pressure in the experimental volume to simulate natural cloud formation processes (adiabatic expansion). It can simulate both dry and wet adiabatic expansion processes with a reasonable accuracy, covering temperatures from 30 to −100°C, pressures from 1030 to 30 hPa, and evacuation rates corresponding to ascent velocities from 0 to 30 m s Improvements to the cooling and evacuation control system and aerosol/cloud characterization instrumentation distinguish the new facility from past devices of this type that are no longer functional (e.g., the CSU dynamic cloud chamber), and the capabilities exceed those of any other active facility (e.g., the AIDA chamber) for covering a wide range of atmospheric conditions and maintaining cloudy conditions for longer time periods while reproducing approximately adiabatic parcel conditions.
The simulation of cloud formation processes has been demonstrated thus far for a more limited range of these simulation capabilities. It remains to explore the integrity of cloud simulations for both low and high cooling rates. Nevertheless, cloud formation under more varied conditions in the laboratory can be explored now.
Results from the preliminary experiments demonstrate the accuracy of the chamberʼs simultaneous pressure and temperature controls and the chamberʼs usefulness as a facility to investigate the effects of aerosol physico-chemical properties on cloud droplet and ice crystal formation processes and the initial growth processes of cloud droplets and ice crystals, especially ice crystals at very cold temperatures and high altitudes.
The evacuation rates are dependent on the chamber pressure and the selection of the large or small solenoid valves. With the large solenoid valve on and MV = 0 (0% opening of the bypass valve), the maximum evacuation rate corresponding to the ascent velocity of 50 m s −1 can be produced at the chamber pressure of down to 30 hPa. By increasing MV (increasing the opening of the bypass valve), the evacuation rate decreases and the minimum pressure to be reached increases. With MV = 80, the chamber can be evacuated down to 490 hPa and the evacuation rate becomes zero there. By increasing MV slightly, even negative evacuation rates corresponding to descent velocities can be produced. With the small solenoid valve on and MV = 0, the maximum evacuation rate corresponding to the ascent velocity of 10 m s −1 can be produced at the chamber pressure of down to 100 hPa (Fig. A1) . With the small solenoid valve on, low evacuation rates are controlled accurately. The evacuation rates corresponding to the ascent velocities of 0.3 through 3 m s −1 are achieved within errors of ± 0.3 hPa over the full pressure range (1,000 through 30 hPa). However evacuation rates corresponding to ascent velocities of 10 and 30 m s −1 are realized, within the pressure control errors mentioned above, over the pressure range down to 100 and 250 hPa, respectively October 2013 T. TAJIRI et al. 701 . The box plot indicates the mean (thick line in the box), the median (thin line in the box), and the 5th, 10th, 25th, 75th, 90th, and 95th percentiles. The pressure ranges valid for the expansion experiments are shown in a form of fraction at the bottom. The denominator and numerator are the initial and terminal pressure values of expansion experiments. (Fig. A2) .
The cooling rates and maximum cooling of the wall temperature are dependent on the difference between Tres and Tw, which represents the available heat energy to cool the inner vessel. With a large temperature difference (105°C) between the coolant reservoir and wall, the maximum cooling rate corresponding to an ascent velocity of 80 m s −1 can be produced. Without additionally cooling the coolant reservoir, the maximum cooling amount, i.e., the temperature difference at the beginning and end of cooling does not depend on the MV. However, in the normal operation mode, four refrigerators continuously refrigerate the reservoir coolant during experiments so that the maximum cooling amount slightly increases with the MV (decreasing the cooling rate upper panels of Fig. A3 ). Even at wall temperatures close to −100°C, which means that the temperature difference between the coolant reservoir and wall becomes small, a cooling rate corresponding to the ascent velocity of several meters per second can be still achieved (lower panels Vol. 91, No. 5 Jounal of the Meteorological Society of Japan 702 of Fig. A3 ). The cooling rates corresponding to the dry adiabatic ascent velocities of 0.3 through 30 m s −1 are achieved within errors of ± 0.5°C over the full temperature range (from 30 to −100°C) although the results of the cooling experiments below −50°C are not shown (Fig. A4) .
